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Abstract. Analysis of biological data often involves large data sets and
computationally expensive algorithms. Databases of biological data continue to grow, leading to an increasing demand for improved algorithms
and data structures. Despite having many advantages over more traditional indexing structures, the Bloom ﬁlter is almost unused in bioinformatics. Here we present a robust and eﬃcient Bloom ﬁlter implementation
in Haskell, and implement a simple bioinformatics application for indexing
and matching sequence data. We use this to index the chromosomes that
make up the human genome, and map all available gene sequences to it.
Our experiences with developing and tuning our application suggest that
for bioinformatics applications, Haskell oﬀers a compelling combination
of rapid development, quality assurance, and high performance.

1

Introduction

A central part of bioinformatics involves work with biological sequences. These
sequences represent molecules of DNA, RNA, and protein, all of which are structured as long chains of smaller building blocks. For computational purposes,
these chains are usually represented as strings over ﬁxed alphabets. For instance,
the nucleotides of DNA are represented using the alphabet of A (for adenine),
C (cytosine), G (guanine), and T (thymine).
Since the introduction of large-scale sequencing in the early 1990s, public sequence databases have doubled in size every 18 months. The U.S. National Center for Biotechnology Information’s GenBank database now contains 110 million
nucleotide sequences, totaling 200GB of data1 .
Over the past two decades, the cost of generating new sequences has dropped
by three orders of magnitude. As this trend is likely to continue, the rate
at which biological sequences are produced will increase dramatically. For instance, the newest generations of pyrosequencing technologies produce hundreds
of megabytes of sequence data per run [19][23][7].
Much of bioinformatics research involves the development of “throwaway”
code that integrates preexisting components to create focused analytic tools that
1
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have short lifespans. For many tasks, such as accessing and manipulating data
from the more than 1 000 known public databases [10], languages like Python
and Perl are widely used, with performance-critical analysis delegated to code
written in languages such as C and C++.
An ideal situation for bioinformaticians is to be able to develop new analytic tools rapidly, without sacriﬁcing speed or correctness. With these goals in
mind, we used Haskell to prototype some novel uses of Bloom ﬁlters for sequence
analysis.
1.1

Sequence Similarity

The core of sequence analysis is the search for similarity between sequences.
Similarity provides the basis for many important tasks, for example:
– Genes are usually identiﬁed based on their similarity to known proteins and
gene transcripts.
– The sequencing process commonly produces only fragments of the true sequence. These fragments are clustered by similarity, and then assembled by
joining fragments whose ends are similar.
– Identifying similar regions of genomes from diﬀerent organisms can reveal
evolutionary relationships between those organisms, and shed light on the
mechanisms of evolution.
Applications like these are ubiquitous. They are usually computationally expensive due to the size of the data sets involved.
A commonly used metric for sequence similarity is the edit distance or Levenshtein distance, which is the number of edit operations needed to transform
one sequence into another. The edit distance between two sequences n and m
can be calculated using dynamic programming in O(nm) time [11][22][20]. This
approach quickly becomes impractical for large sequences, and heuristic methods
are usually used instead.
1.2

Word-Based Approaches

Heuristic approaches typically start by identifying ﬁxed-size exact matches, called
k-words2. Once a suﬃcient number of matches is identiﬁed, they are used as a
starting point (or seed ) to construct a more accurate alignment or comparison
score.
The choice of k-word size is inﬂuenced by several factors. Sequences often
contain errors introduced by the sequencing process, or diﬀer due to mutations.
Words should therefore be short enough that the number of false negatives is
reasonable. For instance, if the data have a (rather severe) error rate of 5%, a
word size of less than 20 will ensure that hits can be found. On the other hand,
shorter words are less likely to be unique in a data set, which increases the chance
of false positives. The inherent non-randomness of genes and genomes ampliﬁes
this problem.
2
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An index can store k-words either directly, using tables, or in a sparse data
structure. The simplest approach is to use each word as an index in a table of size
αk , where α is the alphabet size. This approach is used by e.g. blat [13], which
by default indexes words of length 11. To reduce the density of the index, blat
only indexes non-overlapping words and removes words that occur frequently in
the data set. As the table grows exponentially with word size, available memory
limits the possible word lengths. Although longer words are often desirable, to
make eﬃcient use of memory they require sparse data structures like hash tables
or search trees. This incurs additional overheads in space and time.
1.3

Suﬃx Trees and Arrays

Suﬃx trees [25] and suﬃx arrays [18] provide interesting alternatives to wordoriented indexing, as they allow searching for words of arbitrary length. They
form the basis of several tools for sequence analysis, e.g. [2][16][12]. While both
suﬃx trees and suﬃx arrays can be constructed in linear time, and can perform
lookups of a length-m string in O(m) time, this comes at a cost of about 12m
bytes per position with 32-bit pointers [1]. Suﬃx structures are thus memory
intensive. Unlike the word-based approaches, it is not straightforward to reduce
memory use by omitting frequent or overlapping words. In addition, while the
sensitivity of word-based indexing can be improved using gapped words [24], it
is not clear how to apply this approach to suﬃx structures.
1.4

Bloom Filters

The Bloom ﬁlter [4] is a set-like data structure that uses space eﬃciently. Unlike
a normal set data structure, its query operation is probabilistic: it may report
false positives. The error rate is tunable: an application that can tolerate a higher
error rate will consume less memory than one with stricter needs.
For example, to represent a 400 000-element set with a 1% false positive rate,
a Bloom ﬁlter will use 0.46MB of memory. If we reduce the false positive rate
to 0.01%, the space consumption doubles, to 0.91MB. The size of a Bloom ﬁlter
does not depend on the sizes of its elements. In our case, this property oﬀers the
prospect of eﬃciently indexing long sequences.
A Bloom ﬁlter is implemented as an m-bit array and a family of h distinct
hash functions. The empty set is represented as a zeroed bit array. To add an
element, we compute h hashes over it. We use each hash value as an oﬀset into the
array, and set each corresponding bit to 1. To query the set for membership, we
compute h hashes over the input. If any corresponding bit is not 1, the element
is not present in the array. False positives arise if distinct values hash to the
same oﬀsets for all h hash functions.
Although Bloom ﬁlters are widely used in networking [5] and formal methods [9], they are almost unknown in bioinformatics. In the sections that follow,
we discuss their use to implement solutions to some typical bioinformatics problems, and investigate how they perform on massive data sets.
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Methods

2.1

A Fast Bloom Filter in Haskell

We implemented a Bloom ﬁlter in Haskell. Our library is general purpose in nature3 , and provides typical Haskell interfaces to construct and query immutable
Bloom ﬁlters:
fromList :: (a -> [Hash])
-> [a]
-> Bloom a

-- family of hash functions
-- elements to add

elem :: a -> Bloom a -> Bool
To achieve a false positive rate of 0.1% for an input list of known size, we use a
family of 10 hash functions. Building a Bloom ﬁlter requires many modiﬁcations
to a bit array, in this case 10 per element added. We use the ST monad [15] to
eﬃciently make in-place modiﬁcations to this bit array, then freeze it to present
an immutable interface to consumers of the library.
We avoid developing many independent hash functions by using Dillinger and
Manolios’s technique of double hashing [9]. We compute two hashes over a value,
and combine their results using cheap algebraic operations to produce further
hash values on demand. Although the resulting hash values are not independent,
analysis has shown them to provide good enough dispersion for practical use [14].
We double our hashing performance by computing both hashes in a single
traversal of an element, by using Haskell’s foreign function interface (FFI) to
invoke Jenkins’s hashlittle2 implementation4 .
We also use a power-of-two table size, so that we can perform cheap bitmanipulation operations to turn a hash value into a valid array index.
2.2

Indexing Sequences with Bloom Filters

We used the Bloom ﬁlter to implement a simple indexing scheme for biological
sequences. As with other indexing schemes, the sequences are cut into ﬁxedlength overlapping fragments that can be stored in the Bloom ﬁlter.
We allow a choice of word length and overlap (the distance between the beginnings of successive words). These parameters can be tuned to optimize the
trade-oﬀ between sensitivity, speciﬁcity, and resulting index size. For instance,
given the sequence GATTACCA, a word length of 3, and an overlap of 2, the
index would store the three words GAT, TTA, and ACC. In our test application,
we use a word size of 30 and an overlap of 6. The Bloom ﬁlter is conﬁgured to
give a false positive rate of 0.005. As our implementation limits ﬁlter sizes to
powers of two for eﬃciency, the observed false positive rate may be substantially
lower in practice.
3
4
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To calculate a distance between a query sequence and a target sequence, we
index the target using a Bloom ﬁlter, then score the query sequence against
it. If the Bloom ﬁlter uses an overlap of 1—i.e. every word from the target
sequence is used in the Bloom ﬁlter—the score is the number of words from the
query that match the ﬁlter. With larger overlaps, we match every word from
the query sequence against the ﬁlter, but remove matches that occur closer than
the overlap. Typically, such matches arise from spurious similarities to unrelated
parts of the target, or highly repetitive sequences.
We can also calculate the expected number of false positives introduced by
the Bloom ﬁlter, to quantify their eﬀect on result quality. Under the assumption
that the probability of a false positive result is word-independent, we can model
false positives using a binomial distribution. Given a number of lookups n and
false positive
 rate p, the expected number of false positives is np, with standard
deviation np(1 − p).
We implemented a simple application that reads a set of fasta-formatted ﬁles
containing target sequences, and builds a Bloom ﬁlter for each. Query sequences
are then read from standard input, and matched against the Bloom ﬁlters, and
the best hit is reported.
To compare the eﬃciency of Bloom ﬁlter indexing to other approaches, we
also implemented versions of the application that use a balanced binary tree
(using the standard Haskell module Data.Set) with ByteString elements. Since
comparison of strings requires time proportional to their lengths, this is not
an optimal strategy, and we therefore also implemented a version using words
encoded as integers [17].
2.3

Applications and Data

We benchmarked our program in two diﬀerent settings. We began by ﬁltering
ESTs for contaminants. We then clustered ESTs by matching them to chromosomes.
Sets of expressed sequence tags, or EST s, are an important source of genomic information. These sequences are produced from messenger RNA gene
transcripts. ESTs are usually incomplete, and thus represent fragments of genes.
In addition, error rates are high—typically about 0.5–1% even in regions of relatively high quality.
The current release of GenBank contains over eight million human ESTs,
representing 4.2 gigabytes of data. We downloaded these from the University of
California, Santa Cruz web site5 .
The human genome is about 3 billion nucleotides in length, split into 23 chromosomes. We downloaded the set of sequences representing these chromosomes
from UCSC6 .
An EST originates from a gene that resides on a chromosome. Knowing the
location of each EST helps with a number of tasks, among which are identifying
5
6
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the gene; identifying its full extent and internal structure; and discovering or
identifying surrounding patterns that regulate the expression of the gene. We
thus used our application to cluster ESTs by identifying their chromosomes of
origin. An EST is assigned to the chromosome with most matching k-words if
the number of matches is statistically signiﬁcant.
Our second application ﬁltered sequences for contamination. As part of the
sequencing process, the molecules to be sequenced are inserted into a host organism (typically the bacterium E. coli) for mass production. Occasionally, genomic
DNA from the host organism is retrieved and sequenced instead of the desired
sequence, thus contaminating the resulting sequence data with unwanted sequences. It is therefore necessary to screen sequence data by comparing it to the
E. coli genome, and remove the oﬀending sequences before further analysis.
While human chromosomes range up to 240 megabases (Mb) in size, the 5Mb
E. coli genome is relatively small. To provide a smaller test case for comparing diﬀerent indexing implementations, we also downloaded the genome for one
strain of E. coli from GenBank7 .
All tests were performed on a single core of a 2.4GHz Intel Core2 processor,
using version 6.8.3 of the ghc Haskell compiler.

3

Results

We randomly selected ESTs in sets of various sizes, and benchmarked the three
diﬀerent indexing implementations by matching the ESTs against the E. coli
genome. The times are shown in Figure 1, we see that while integer matching
is faster than strings, the Bloom ﬁlter substantially outperforms both. A linear
regression shows that the Bloom ﬁlter indexing stage takes only 1.7 seconds,
compared to 20.2 for the Integer-encoded and 11.9 for the string-based indexing.
Similarly, the Bloom ﬁlter matches 1718 sequences per second, compared to
589 and 310 for the Integer and string based indexes, respectively.
Perhaps more important than time spent is memory consumption. Time affects how long we must wait for a result, but excessive memory consumption
prevents us from successfully processing large sequences. While the set based
implementations allocate 160–190MB of memory (as measured by top) for this
test, the Bloom ﬁlter application runs in a mere 20MB, of which the Bloom ﬁlter
itself uses only 2MB.
By comparing the outputs from the set-based and the Bloom-ﬁlter-based implementations, we can measure the number of actual false positives generated.
The results from the 10K data set are displayed in Figure 2. Here, 76.5% of the
sequences generated no false matches, and only 370 sequences had two or more
false matches.
Figure 2 also shows the expected number of false matches, calculated separately for each sequence. Here, we see clearly that due to the power of two
rounding of the Bloom ﬁlter size, the observed false positive rate is lower than
the requested rate.
7
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Fig. 1. Times (in seconds) using the Bloom ﬁlter, sets of ByteStrings, and sets of
integers to index the E. coli genome, and match sets of sequences against it
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Fig. 2. False positives introduced by the Bloom ﬁlter from the 10K data set. 7 652
of the sequences have no false matches, 1 978 have one false match, 345 have two, 22
have three, and 3 sequences have four false matches. Also the expected false positives,
calculated as described in Section 2.2.

Finally, we built Bloom ﬁlters for the 23 chromosomes constituting the human genome, and matched all ESTs against them. Indexing the chromosomes
took 26 minutes, and the resulting Bloom ﬁlters consumed from 16 to 64MB of
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Fig. 3. Matching sequences by chromosome. As the chromosome sequences used have
had repetitive regions masked, a large fraction of sequences are left unmatched.

memory, depending on chromosome size. The total memory used for the entire
genome was 864MB. Matching the set of eight million ESTs against the Bloom
ﬁlters took 49 hours. The resulting distribution of sequence locations is shown
in Figure 3.
The chromosome sequences used here were masked, where repetitive regions
were erased to avoid false positives. Many genes reside in masked regions, which
seems to be the most likely explanation for 916 583 sequences that failed to
match any of the chromosome. Manual checks have conﬁrmed this for a small
sample. Other possible explanations can be low quality sequence causing false
negatives, or contamination.

4
4.1

Discussion and Conclusion
Performance Tuning Experiences

Early proﬁling of our application’s performance indicated that the Bloom ﬁlter
library accounted for over 70% of run time, even though we had addressed performance early on by double hashing in a single pass and using power-of-two sizes
for bit arrays. Further investigation caused us to make a number of substantial
changes. These all remained internal to the Bloom ﬁlter implementation, and
did not aﬀect its public interface.
By default, the ghc compiler checks the bounds of array accesses at run time,
and we had somehow missed this early on. Switching to the alternative “unsafe”
interfaces doubled our performance, by eliminating branches from an inner loop.
The lazy variant of the ByteString data type represents strings in chunked
form [8], so a sequence can straddle multiple chunk boundaries. The Jenkins
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hash functions operate over contiguous C strings. To address this, we began by
concatenating chunks into one contiguous string. In addition, the ByteString
library by default makes a defensive copy of data that must remain immutable,
to protect it from modiﬁcation by native code. We were thus copying every
ByteString at least once, and those that straddled a chunk boundary twice. We
reimplemented the Jenkins hash code to operate incrementally over ByteString
chunks and eliminated the defensive copying from the ByteString library, thereby
doubling our performance.
ghc performs runtime safety checks on the bounds of bit-shifting operations.
Even given constant shift values, we were unable to predict the circumstances
under which ghc would eliminate those checks from our code. To ensure uniform branch-free performance, we implemented our own bit-shifting functions
using ghc’s word-level primitives. The branches thereby eliminated netted us a
performance gain of perhaps 20%.
Many of our low-level optimizations were motivated by reading dumps from
ghc’s simpliﬁer phase, using Stewart’s ghc-core tool8 . Although simpliﬁer output is challenging to read, with some experience it gives a clear picture of when
unnecessary memory allocations, or unboxing and reboxing operations, are occurring.
Faced with a number of potentially unsafe code transformations, we used the
QuickCheck testing tool [6] to give ourselves statistical conﬁdence that our code
remained correct. We found its ability to provide us with a test case when a test
failed to be invaluable in quickly directing us to the sources of bugs. For instance,
when we rewrote the Jenkins hashing code to consume chunks incrementally, we
wrote a QuickCheck property to ensure that the hash of a contiguous string was
the same as the hash of a chunked string. Checking this property over successively
larger random inputs exposed three subtle errors in our handling of boundary
conditions during chunk traversal.
The ﬁnal speed of our Bloom ﬁlter was approximately ﬁve times better than
when we began, and came within 8% of a C program that we had written to
oﬀer a point of comparison. This experience suggests that low-level Haskell performance tuning can be highly proﬁtable. With extensive use of QuickCheck, we
keep the risk of unsafe changes low, and create working code more quickly.
While we have begun writing about the practicalities of Haskell performance
analysis and tuning in [21], there remains plenty of scope for further compiler
improvements; more experience reports; and better tool support to assist programmers in writing faster (but still safe!) Haskell code.
4.2

Bloom Filters, Bioinformatics and Haskell

The Bloom ﬁlter is a tremendously useful data structure: in settings such as ours,
it holds substantial advantages over traditional indexing schemes by allowing
indexing of large data sets with long word sizes quickly, and with low memory
consumption.
8
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The industry-standard alignment tool blast [3] aligns approximately 40 sequences per second when aligning the 10K data set against the E. coli genome.
As blast identiﬁes the alignments while our indexing merely detect the presence of a similarity, this result is not directly comparable to the results reported
above. Nonetheless, it illustrates the potential beneﬁt of using the Bloom ﬁlter
as a preprocessing stage to eliminate unlikely candidates for a match.
To turn our sample implementation into an industry strength tool, there are
many options to be explored: The impact of false positives could be reduced by
requiring two or more consecutive (that is, spaced apart by exactly the overlap
length) matches. Instead of counting matches along the length of the sequence,
we could count matches within a ﬁxed-size region (window). We could improve
sensitivity by using gapped word indices [24]. Sequence quality should be taken
into account. Our objective here has been to demonstrate the eﬃcacy of Bloom
ﬁlters in this application, and we therefore defer exploring these possibilities for
the future.
We developed our prototype over the course of a few days, using preexisting Haskell libraries to parse sequence data and manipulate Bloom ﬁlters. The
application-speciﬁc code amounted to 75 lines.
The ﬁeld of bioinformatics is, in a sense, divided in two. On one side are
standard algorithms and data structures, which must be highly optimized to
deal with large data sets. These are typically implemented in C. On the other
side are analysis pipelines, often project-speciﬁc, which combining such tools to
perform a complete analysis. Here, rapid development is important, and scripting
languages are often used.
We have demonstrated that we can address both sides of this divide with
Haskell. The eﬃcient implementation of crucial data structures such as ByteStrings
and Bloom ﬁlters allows the application programmer to implement pipelines of
functions, and from there entire tools, in a straightforward, even naı̈ve, way, and
still achieve both excellent performance and a high degree of conﬁdence in results.
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